The essence of the presented attrition process control relies on the solving defined sequence of target assignment problems at specific moments. The sequence of these moments is obtained for both sides of the battle. The model takes into account the changes of the number of means and targets as well as changes in environmental conditions. It is reflected in the parameters of problems. Each of the considered assignment problems belongs to the class of general assignment problems which does not contain totally unimodular matrix factors.
Introduction and main notation
The control of the attrition process is the main part of the combat model. The main step in this process is to solve many specific assignment problems. Such an approach is also presented for example in [1] , [3] , [7] .
Our objective is to describe the attrition process control that could be useful in the construction of computer combat simulator software. Let us denote by ( ) t A N -the set of numbers of objects that belong to side A at time t (usually it is unknown to the opponent), ( ) t B Ν -the set of numbers of objects that belong to side B at time t (usually it is unknown to the opponent), We denote by
the sets of undestroyed objects of side A and B respectively. In general, both sides cannot recognize all of the objects belonging to the opponent. Therefore, we should define the following sets: ( ) 
Targets assignment problem
An object can destroy another object belonging to the opponent side if and only if it possess enough destroying resources. We denote by ( ) t A ij Z -total amount of resources belonging to the i -th object of side A that can be used to destroy the j -th object of side B at time t , ( ) t B ij Z -total amount of resources belonging to the j -th object of side B that can be used to destroy the i -th object of side A at time t .
We assume that the target assignment problems will be solved by two sides at the moments when the state ( ) 
where:
( ) 
-the set of indices of the objects belonging to side B that can be destroyed by the i -th object of side A at time k t , it means that
-the loss of potential of side A when the i -th object of side A is destroyed by the j -th object of side B at time k t ,
-the set of indices of the objects belonging to side A which are given priority to be destroyed by side B at time k t ,
-the set of indices of the objects belonging to side B that can destroy the i -th object of side A at time k t , it means that
-the threshold value of resources at time
-the set of indices of the objects belonging to side A that can be destroyed by the j -th object of side B at time k t , it means that
In both assignment problems we take into account the following circumstances: − potential of each of the sides is additive; − the commanders of each of the sides give the priority at time k t to destroy opponent objects; − there is no obligation to destroy all of the detected objects belonging to the opponent side, at time k t ; − at most one object belonging to one of the sides can destroy one object belonging to the opposite side.
The last circumstance significantly reduces computations. The objective functions reflected the advantages that both sides are going to achieve when assignments x and y are realized respectively. The assignment problems formulated above belong to the class NP -hard problems. So, it is difficult to achieve an optimal solution even for small-sized problem.
In practice approximate solutions are accepted. Known examples of methods that solved assignment problems are presented in [4] , [6] , [8] .
Calculation of k t
The character of assignment problem and its parameters can be used to estimate the quality of conducting the process. We especially take into account facts such as:
− character of objective function;
− dependences among the following sets The destroying streams can be described in the following way:
-the number of shots that could be fired by i -th object of side A at j -th object of side B during the period 
At time t from the period 
where: 
